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About This Game

"Dawn City" is a first person VR shooting game. In 2030, the global zombie tide outbreak, the city became a hell on earth.
Game player is surrounded by zombies in the center of the city in the store, with zombies as a flood influx and attacked the

game player. Game player need to eliminate zombies and finally get the rescue. Game player into the game scene began to resist
from zombie monster attacks from all sides. As time goes on, the difficulty of the game is rising.How many zombie attacks can

you stick to?
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The game set the list, not only is the player this game performance summary, the player can also know the ranking player more
through the rankings. Come on the list!

The online version will be released later. You are welcome to challenge the game with your friends
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Title: Dawn City
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Lucid Dream Studio
Publisher:
Lucid Dream Studio
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later

Processor: Intel i5 4440

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Strike sense and game rhythm okay, the second off the scene is pretty good, and monsters hide and seek very interesting, but a
bit challenging, and suddenly died, need to play, familiar map
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